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Abstract
We present a novel robot navigation system
based on distal place and value recognition.
The navigation control system is inspired by
the hippocampus - amygdala circuit that is in-
volved in place learning/recognition and stim-
ulus value association.
1. Introduction
A computational model of the hippocampus - amyg-
dala circuit was developed focusing on the ability
to recognize not only the current location where the
robot is but also surrounding locations that are cur-
rently visible to the robot. This distal location recog-
nition relies on the property that, in the absence
of occlusions, place defining stimulus configurations
change in a gradual manner as the robot moves from
one location to another. The difference between the
current sensory inputs and the templates associated
with known locations therefore increases gradually
as a function of distance to the perceived locations.
Distal recognition of value associated places allows
our system to navigate towards goals without explo-
ration of the intermediate space. Further more, nav-
igation behavior naturally becomes contingent upon
the stimulus state of the target location (stimulus
configuration changes when target light is ON or
OFF) providing our controller with added flexibility
for dealing with state changes in the environment.
This model was integrated into a robot control sys-
tem that was previously published in (1) without the
new hippocampus and amygdala implementations.
2. Distal place recognition & localiza-
tion
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the hippocampus model
for place recognition. The perceived stimulus config-
uration forms the sensory input that is matched to
heading direction specific templates (i.e. view cells
(2)). The activity of all view cells associated with
a particular location is summed in the distal recog-
Figure 1: Hippocampus network. Solid: excitatory con-
nections; Dashed lines: inhibitory connections
nition cells where the magnitude of activation in-
dicates the recognition confidence. Winner-takes-all
competition between the distal recognition cell out-
puts yields the current location estimate in the place
cells (3). Place cells and distal recognition cells are
associated with spatial locations by their connectiv-
ity to output grid cells (4) that use a population
code representation of spatial coordinates. By sub-
tracting the current location estimate from the distal
recognition cell associated location the output en-
codes the required displacement for reaching distally
recognized location. In order to do this with a single
set of grid cells however it is necessary to process the
distal recognition cells sequentially.
3. Place value association
The amygdala provides association of values with
basic sensory stimuli (e.g. target lights) or stim-
ulus configurations encoded via hippocampal dis-
tal recognition cells. Whenever an innately reward-
ing/punishing input is received any stimulus (con-
figuration) that predicted the reward becomes asso-
ciated with the rewarding input. In order to trace
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Figure 2: Solid line: tag related to place P1; Dotted line:
tag related to place P2
which stimulus configuration (i.e. place) predicted
reward delivery we tag place cell activations with a
signal that gradually increases to a saturation level
as long as the place cell is active and gradually de-
creases when place cell activation is removed (see
figure 2). For basic stimuli tagging is triggered when
the perceived stimulus strongly changes (e.g. light
goes on or off).
For further details, see (5).
4. Experiment
To test our rat brain inspired navigation system we
used a differentially rewarded plus-maze task (1).
First the robot explored the maze guided simply
by attraction to un-mapped visible locations. When
the first reward location was encountered the cor-
responding place and sensory stimulus (target light)
were associated with the reward value. Subsequently,
exploration behavior was overruled by target light
approach behavior whenever the robot was able to
see target lights. Once all maze arms were visited
the robot recognized the valued locations and visited
them in order of learned reward magnitude.
The robot produced a sparse map of the environ-
ment with a majority of place cells in maze corner
areas where small movements dramatically changed
the visual inputs. Analysis of the visual pattern
templates (view cells) revealed that the values were
successfully associated with stimulus configurations
where the target object light is on even though each
maze arm end is also mapped to a visual configura-
tion where the light is off.
The robot successfully recognized not only its cur-
rent location in the maze but also produced gradu-
ally reducing recognitions for distal locations in the
current field of view (figure 3).
5. Conclusion
Distal recognition of value associated places pro-
duces flexible navigate without requiring full explo-
ration of the movement space. The resulting navi-
gation behavior is intrinsically contingent upon the
stimulus state of the target location enabling the con-
troller to cope with state changes in the environment.
Based on the combination of distal place recog-
nition and value association the hippocampus-
amygdala network successfully guided the robot to-
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Figure 3: Solid blue line: estimated movement by robot;
Dashed red line: actual movement; Blue disks: place cell
locations; Green disks: activity of distal recognition cells
(bigger = more active); Magenta disks: values associated
with place cells (bigger = higher value)
wards visible locations that were learned to be most
rewarding.
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